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Cross-Border Data Regulatory Frameworks: Opportunities, Challenges, and a Future-Forward Agenda

Andrew D. Mitchell* & Neha Mishra**

This Article evaluates the existing regulatory framework for cross-border data flows across Bahrain, Djibouti, Jordan, Kuwait, Morocco, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Rwanda, and Saudi Arabia. A common factor among these countries is that they are members of the Digital Cooperation Organization ("DCO"). It considers how these countries have devised laws, regulations, and policies on cross-border data flows to enable digital trade, and how these instruments promote the growth of a robust digital economy, both domestically and internationally. The Article then offers policy recommendations for DCO members to consider in developing relevant laws and regulations on data flows.

These recommendations focus on three main areas: facilitating data enablers, improving data safeguards, and minimizing data restrictions. In terms of facilitating data enablers, the Article recommends that DCO members engage in regional negotiations to create mechanisms for cross-border data flows for digital trade, update their regulatory frameworks to participate in existing mechanisms such as the Cross-Border Privacy Rules ("CBPR") mechanism, and actively consider participating in digital trade negotiations. For improving data safeguards, the Article recommends that DCO members implement and enforce data protection laws and regulations,
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consider joining the Global Privacy Assembly, and establish independent data protection authorities. In terms of minimizing data restrictions, the Article recommends that DCO members review and remove any existing data localization requirements, avoid enacting new data localization measures, and develop mechanisms for cross-border data transfers that are consistent with international standards.
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CONCLUSION
INTRODUCTION

Cross-border data flows lie at the heart of the global digital economy and are a key driver of international trade. Experts have qualified “data” as the fifth factor of production alongside the movement of goods, persons, services, capital, and data. Emerging digital technologies underlying the Fourth Industrial Revolution, including Artificial Intelligence ("AI"), Internet of Things ("IoT"), blockchain, etc., are driven by the free movement of data across borders, enabling sophisticated application of Big Data analytics. The movement of data across borders has also enabled the digitalization of knowledge sharing, greater digital connectivity, and new opportunities for economic growth and development. Governments increasingly understand the importance of data as a strategic asset and are adopting various tools to achieve greater sovereignty over data and digital infrastructure.

---

Against this background, this Article examines the existing regulatory framework for cross-border data flows across members of the Digital Cooperation Organization (“DCO”): Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (“Saudi Arabia”), Republic of Rwanda (“Rwanda”), Islamic Republic of Pakistan (“Pakistan”), Sultanate of Oman (“Oman”), Nigeria, Kingdom of Bahrain (“Bahrain”), Kingdom of Morocco (“Morocco”), State of Kuwait (“Kuwait”), Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (“Jordan”), and Republic of Djibouti (“Djibouti”). While the first nine DCO members either have an evolving or an established framework governing cross-border data flows, Djibouti (to the extent of our research) currently does not have any laws and regulations relevant to cross-border data flows.\(^6\)

We have relied upon publicly available information in English in examining and mapping the regulatory frameworks across these countries. On certain occasions, where official translations of relevant laws, regulations, and policies were not made available to us, we have looked at unofficial translations, to the extent publicly available. We could not confirm the authenticity or accuracy of the unofficial translations.

The key objective of this Article is to evaluate how the DCO members have devised laws, regulations, and policies on cross-border data flows to enable digital trade and the extent to which these instruments promote the growth of a robust digital economy, both domestically and internationally. Based on this evaluation, this Article offers policy recommendations for DCO members to consider in the future development of relevant laws and regulations on data flows. The Article is solely focused on the regulation of cross-border data flows (as defined below in Part II). Broader aspects of domestic data/digital regulation including e-commerce laws, internet intermediary laws, national security laws, encryption, and online content regulation are outside the scope of this project. However, as and where necessary to understand the framework for cross-border data flows, this Article references related legal and policy instruments.

---

I. THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR CROSS-BORDER DATA FLOWS

Before evaluating the regulatory framework for cross-border data flows across various DCO members, we set out some key definitions and elements of the regulatory framework. In this Part, we first set out what constitutes cross-border data flows and how it is conducted through the open end-to-end architecture of the internet. Then, we assess three elements of the regulatory design for cross-border data flows: data enablers, data safeguards, and data restrictions. This Part sets out a three-fold policy design for powering digital growth and integrating with the global digital economy optimally: facilitate data enablers, improve data safeguards, and minimize data restrictions.

A. Key Concepts in Cross-Border Data Flows

Data flows through the internet are seamless and inherently cross-border in nature. In this Article, the term “cross-border data flows” refers to the movement or transfer of data across the globally distributed and decentralized network of the internet. In other words, all data (irrespective of its nature) flowing across servers based in different geographical locations and indifferent to territorial boundaries is encapsulated within the concept of cross-border data flows. “Data” itself refers to any digitally encoded information (i.e., coded and stored in zeros and ones; bits and bytes). Further, raw data can be distinguished from information, which refers to the meaning that data conveys when organized systematically, for instance, during Big Data processing. Nonetheless, most regulatory frameworks worldwide do not make a meaningful distinction between “data” and “information.”

To understand the regulation of cross-border data flows, one must understand the internet’s underlying architecture. The internet is a globally distributed network based on end-to-end architecture, wherein the network acts as a conduit to carry data from one node to another, irrespective of the content of the data and territorial
boundaries and based on technical protocols. This globally distributed architecture creates opportunities for economic and technological efficiencies. For example, companies storing data across global servers benefit from economies of scale, better protection against data losses and hacking, and ensuring timely access to data such as by using edge caches.

Governments may restrict cross-border data flows for various reasons, including ensuring compliance with domestic data protection laws, for national security reasons, to enable growth of the domestic sector, to safeguard against cyber threats, and so on. One of the most common regulatory tools to restrict cross-border data flows is data localization. While there is no universal consensus on the definition, data localization can be broadly understood as any legal, regulatory, or policy measure requiring data to be collected, stored, processed, and routed locally, whether directly or indirectly. Data localization measures remain controversial, with several experts arguing that they “can reduce resilience and performance of internet networks (which were not built to align with territorial boundaries), affect the integrity of underlying protocols (e.g., for data routing and transfer) and impede the inherent openness and universal accessibility of the internet.” Some even argue that data localization can be
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a source of internet fragmentation. However, several governments have recently implemented data localization laws for varied policy reasons, as demonstrated below in Part II.

**B. Regulatory Design for Cross-Border Data Flows for Digital Trade**

In designing the domestic regulatory framework for cross-border data flows, governments need to consider various public policy interests, including cybersecurity, privacy, and data protection, as well as the domestic regulatory capacity, concerns of law enforcement and regulatory access to data, digital industrialization concerns, and domestic content regulation laws. In the Section below, we identify a tripartite framework to understand the regulation of cross-border data flows consisting of data enablers, data safeguards, and data restrictions. We then provide a regulatory design to optimize cross-border data flows for digital trade.

Several regulatory frameworks on cross-border data flows relate to personal data. While different jurisdictions define personal data differently, it typically refers to any information that relates to an identified or identifiable living individual. Some jurisdictions categorize some kinds of personal data as critical, sensitive, and important, and define it more precisely (see examples in Section II.C). In practice, the distinction between personal and non-personal data is not always clear, particularly with the advent of Big Data technologies.

1. **Data Enablers**

“Data enablers” refers to various policy and regulatory tools that enable cross-border data flows to facilitate cross-border digital
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trade. We include in this category both international and domestic legal and policy initiatives. For instance, when countries participate in regional frameworks that enable cross-border data flows, including by adopting common high-level norms on data protection, this can act as a data enabler. One such example is the Cross-Border Privacy Rules System (“CBPR”) of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (“APEC”).\(^\text{15}\) Under the CBPR, privacy certification bodies (approved by the government) can issue certifications to companies that are compliant with the principles of the APEC Privacy Framework.\(^\text{16}\) The APEC Privacy Framework, last updated in 2015, sets out core principles on data protection applicable to all “persons or organizations in the public and private sectors who control the collection, holding, processing, use, transfer or disclosure of personal information.”\(^\text{17}\)

Similar solutions may be developed on a bilateral basis—for example, a bilateral agreement on cross-border data flows such as the EU-US Data Privacy Framework.\(^\text{18}\) A similar mechanism can exist at a regional level—for example, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (“ASEAN”) has designed model contractual clauses for enabling cross-border data flows.\(^\text{19}\) Other data enabler mechanisms include commitments in international trade agreements to prohibit data localization measures and enable cross-border data flows for electronic commerce (subject to certain public policy exceptions).\(^\text{20}\)

\(^\text{15}\) See About CBPRs, CROSS-BORDER PRIV. RULES SYS., https://cbprs.org/about-cbprs/ [https://perma.cc/43NQ-Z75B] (last visited Feb. 28, 2024).


\(^\text{20}\) See Mira Burri, Data Flows and Global Trade Law, in BIG DATA AND GLOBAL TRADE LAW 11, 24–28 (Mira Burri ed., 2021), https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-
In addition to international initiatives, data enablers can also exist in domestic laws and regulations. For instance, several countries worldwide are now developing frameworks for open government data to enable meaningful and useful innovation using public datasets.\(^{21}\) Many of these frameworks require that public data be open by default, transparent, and easily accessible in a user-friendly format.\(^{22}\) Finally, provisions on data interoperability and data portability, which refer to the ability of the users to access their data across various devices and services, is also an important data enabler.\(^{23}\) Other measures aimed at digital and data inclusion can also broadly fall within the scope of data enablers, such as measures that support small- and medium-sized enterprises (“SMEs”) to digitize and adopt best-in-class data policies.

Governments must implement data enablers in their domestic laws and policies in a transparent, reasonable, and objective manner. Two key tools to achieve this in practice include independent supervisory authorities and a whole-of-government approach (especially given how data regulations are spread across different government departments and ministries).

2. Data Safeguards

As discussed above, governments often regulate cross-border data flows for legitimate public policy objectives.\(^ {24}\) Therefore, we introduce the second component in our framework, “data safeguards,” which refers to the regulatory framework necessary to safeguard the various public policy interests in relation to data flows. A variety of domestic laws, regulations, and policies, applicable to the
digital sector at large, can be relevant to cross-border data flows. We highlight some key examples below. We consider data safeguards as necessary regulatory preconditions to enable cross-border flows of data.

Several examples of data safeguards can be found in domestic data protection and privacy laws, wherein governments implement various rules to protect the rights of data subjects (i.e., the individual to whom the personally identifiable information pertains). Currently, 71% of countries in the world have adopted data protection laws.25 The majority of these laws provide certain basic rights to data subjects to ensure that any personal data collected and processed about them is duly protected against unwanted surveillance and privacy breaches, as well as provide the user the ability to make informed choices regarding how their personal data is used by private and public entities.

Specific to cross-border data transfers and processing, several laws (discussed below in Part II) provide requirements for entities processing personal data, including informing the users about such transfers, getting their consent for transferring data abroad, and restricting cross-border data transfers to limited situations (such as those pursuant to legitimate contracts or with explicit governmental approval).26 Several laws also restrict the cross-border transfer of personal data to only those jurisdictions deemed “adequate” or “safe” by using a whitelisting approach, wherein the relevant regulator identifies the list of jurisdictions where data transfer is permissible.27

In other scenarios, governments permit cross-border transfers of personal data, where the data controller (i.e., the entity that decides on the purpose and means of data processing) or data processor (i.e., the entity processing the data under the direction of the data controller) provide an undertaking or sign contracts (often government-approved model contracts) with third parties ensuring that any data

26 See discussion infra Part III.
27 See discussion infra Part III.
transferred and processed abroad is consistent with domestic law requirements.\(^{28}\) Several of the above measures are intended to function as data safeguards. However, where such measures are not implemented objectively, proportionately, and transparently, they may create unnecessary barriers to data flows, as discussed below in Subsection 3.

Data safeguards can be found in several other domestic laws and regulations. For instance, domestic cybercrime laws prohibiting illegal access to data, such as hacking, constitute a data safeguard.\(^{29}\) Similarly, online consumer protection laws may protect the interests of data subjects and thereby function as a data safeguard. Domestic cybersecurity laws and policies, which require companies and government entities to adopt international best practices and standards on cybersecurity, also qualify as data safeguards.\(^{30}\) This is because protecting data and digital infrastructure from cybersecurity threats is an essential precondition to enabling data flows. Other mechanisms such as data classification schemes provide certainty regarding how rules apply to different categories of data and thus also act as data safeguards.\(^{31}\)

For a measure to qualify as a data safeguard, it is important that it protects a legitimate public interest (for instance, protecting digital rights of digital trade consumers) and is implemented reasonably, objectively, and transparently. In other words, data safeguards should always act as preconditions to enable secure and trusted cross-border data flows.

\(^{28}\) An example of a scenario where governments permit cross-border transfer of personal data under certain conditions is the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Under the GDPR, personal data can be transferred outside the EU, but only if adequate protections are in place. One of the mechanisms to ensure these protections is through Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs). See Council Regulation 2016/679, General Data Protection Regulation, art. 28, 2016 O.J. (L 119) 49–50.

\(^{29}\) See, e.g., Computer Misuse Act, 1993 § 3(1) (Sing.).


3. Data Restrictions

The third prong of our framework consists of data restrictions, which refer to measures restricting cross-border data flows for digital trade, often leading to both technological and economic inefficiencies. These measures are often excessive and unrelated to the policy objective they seek to address. For instance, several kinds of cross-sectoral and sector-specific data localization measures fall within the scope of data restrictions when implemented disproportionately or excessively.32 Another example of an overt data restriction is a potential or (arguably) unjustified ban on certain foreign digital or data-driven technologies.33 An extreme form of data restriction would be a domestic legal or policy requirement that imposes specific routing requirements for data flows (for instance, if there is a requirement that all data must be routed only through the servers within the country, even if it is only for transit).34 Therefore, in assessing data restrictions, policymakers must assess whether the data restriction is intrinsically linked to a domestic policy objective and if it is the least restrictive manner in which this policy objective can be practically realized.

4. Achieving the Regulatory Design in Practice

Achieving an optimal regulatory design for cross-border data flows is by no means straightforward. Countries may have different policy considerations depending on their state of economic development, political priorities, social and cultural values, and domestic regulatory capacity. To enable cross-border data flows for digital trade, taking into account these different policy considerations, we
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32 See discussion infra Part II.
33 See e.g., Ben Lutkevich, TikTok Bans Explained: Everything You Need to Know, TECHTARGET (Dec. 1, 2023), https://www.techtarget.com/whatis/feature/TikTok-bans-explained-Everything-you-need-to-know [https://perma.cc/8BME-6VB6].
propose a three-part framework: *Facilitate* Data Enablers, *Improve* Data Safeguards, and *Minimize* Data Restrictions. The application of this framework may vary in practice for different countries but provides a helpful baseline, as we explain in Part III. The proposed framework can be contextualized within each country’s specific political and economic circumstances but must be implemented with transparency and good faith to the greatest extent possible. We underline the practical utility of this framework in Part III, where we provide detailed policy recommendations for DCO Members to consider in the near future.

Figure 1: Tri-partite conceptual framework

II. **Evaluating Cross-Border Data Regulatory Frameworks for DCO Members**

This Part highlights regulations across DCO Member countries to better understand the regulatory landscape for cross-border data flows. We provide a high-level country-by-country mapping of regulations relevant to cross-border data flows and highlight our key observations regarding the cross-border data regulatory framework. As qualified in the introduction, the examples discussed, and the inferences drawn in this Part are based only on publicly available information in English.
A. Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia has a highly complex and detailed framework for cross-border data flows, spread across various laws and policies. The government adopted a new data protection law on March 21, 2023. The Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority (“SDAIA”) acts as the supervisory authority for the Personal Data Protection Law (“PDPL”). Like most data protection laws, the PDPL applies to all entities (data controllers and processors) processing personal data for Saudi Arabian residents, irrespective of the entity’s location. Data subjects enjoy several rights including the right to be informed, access to personal data, correction of personal data, and deletion of personal data. Further, data controllers and processors are bound by various obligations to inform data subjects about various aspects of data processing to obtain consent, implementing the principle of data minimization, ensuring data security, and implementing necessary measures to ensure that all cross-border transfers are compliant with domestic law. However, where the controller is a government entity, the consent requirements are waived for security or judicial requirements.

The PDPL contains a data localization requirement for all personal data, thereby restricting cross-border transfer of personal data, except when it is necessary to protect the data subject’s life, their
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37 See Saudi Arabia – Personal Data Protection Law 2023, supra note 35, art. 2.
38 Id. art. 4.
39 Id. art. 10.
41 See Saudi Arabia – Personal Data Protection Law 2023, supra note 35, arts. 5, 8.
42 Id. art. 6.
biological well-being, or to protect data subjects against diseases.\textsuperscript{43} Further, any data that is transferred abroad must not, among other things, be contrary to national security interests and must be conducted with the permission of the SDAIA.\textsuperscript{44} In providing such permission on a case-by-case basis, the SDAIA will consider whether the foreign jurisdiction sufficiently protects the personal data of its residents and assess whether the transfer involves sensitive data (in other words, all sensitive data must be localized in Saudi Arabia under all circumstances).\textsuperscript{45}

The Draft Personal Data Protection Interim Regulations indicate that Saudi Arabia will be providing a list of countries that will be deemed adequate for the purposes of data transfers under PDPL.\textsuperscript{46} Additionally, the government of Saudi Arabia has developed other interim regulations to inform the application of data-related laws, including data classification, data sharing, and open data.\textsuperscript{47} Data is classified as “top secret,” “secret,” “confidential,” and “public,” depending on the extent to which it relates to the national interest, functioning of the national governance systems, and impact on the resources of the country.\textsuperscript{48} Further, the Computing Services Provisioning Regulations or “CSPR” (applicable to any company wishing to obtain a license to provide cloud services in the country) provides for a classification of all subscriber data into (i) extremely confidential; (ii) confidential; (iii) restricted; (iv) public; and (v) non-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{43} Id. art. 29.
\item \textsuperscript{44} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{45} Sensitive data is defined as “any personal data that indicates or includes a reference to a person’s racial or ethnic origin; religious, intellectual or political beliefs; membership of civil associations or institutions; criminal and security data; biometric data; genetic data; credit data; health data; location data; and data that indicates that one or both of an individual’s parents are unknown.” Id. art. 1.
\item \textsuperscript{47} See generally, e.g., Nat’l Data Mgmt. Off., supra note 40 (consisting of the Personal Data Protection Interim Regulations (“DPIR”), Data Classification Interim Regulations (“DCIR”), the Data Sharing Interim Regulations (“DSIR”), the Freedom of Information Interim Regulations (“FIR”), and the Open Data Interim Regulations (“ODIR”).
\item \textsuperscript{48} Id. § 4.3.
\end{itemize}
government data. The CSPR contains restrictions on the storage of government data (i.e., anything except non-government data) by cloud service providers not registered in Saudi Arabia and further prohibits the transfer of government data abroad.

The National Data Governance Interim Regulations, covering different aspects of data regulation, acknowledge the importance of transparency, accountability, and data security, although it remains to be seen how the government will implement it in practice. Most notably, the Open Data Interim Regulations provide high-level principles of openness by default, open format, accuracy and comprehensiveness of data, and open availability.

Saudi Arabia has implemented data localization measures in other sector-specific laws and regulations. For instance, the Outsourcing Regulation for Insurance and Reinsurance Companies requires: (i) companies to get a no-objection certificate from any material processing abroad; and (ii) any entity regulated by SAMA needs prior approval for using foreign cloud services. The Income Tax Bylaws require that all taxpayers’ books must be kept in Saudi Arabia. At the same time, the local Labor Law requires that certain
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50 Id. §§ 3-3-8, 3-3-9, 3-3-10.
51 Interim Regulations, supra note 40, § 5.2.
52 Id. § 8.2.
54 Gen. Auth. Zakat & Tax, Executive Regulations for the Income Tax System (issued pursuant to Ministerial Resolution No. (1535) of 11/6/1425 AH (as amended by Ministerial No. (2568) of 12/8/1440 AH), art. 56 (2019) (Saudi Arabia), https://zatca.gov.sa/ar/HelpCenter/guidelines/Documents/%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%84% D8%A7%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%84%AA%D9%86%91%D9%8A%D8%B0%D9%8A% D9%84%20%D8%B8%D8%A7%D9%85%20%D8%B6%D8%B1%91%D9%8A%D8%A8%D8%A9%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AP%D8%AE%20%D9%84.pdf [https://perma.cc/UJ3B-YHUX].
records, statements, and files be maintained only in the workplace. Any Internet of Things ("IoT") service providers in Saudi Arabia must obtain a local license and host their servers and data inside the country. Saudi Arabia has implemented regulatory frameworks on cybercrime, cybersecurity, critical infrastructure, and e-commerce, although none of these laws and regulations contain specific requirements for cross-border data flows.

B. Rwanda

Rwanda is one of the front-runners in data regulation in Africa. Several extensive requirements for data localization in Rwanda were implemented to boost the domestic digital economy. A new data protection law came into force on October 15, 2021. The law sets
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out extensive requirements for data processing,\(^{62}\) including mandatory compulsory registration of all data controllers and processors with the National Cybersecurity Authority (“NCA”).\(^{63}\) In fact, any company processing personal data of Rwandans must designate a local representative, even if its operations are entirely outside the country.\(^{64}\) The law contains a de facto requirement to store all personal data in Rwanda,\(^{65}\) unless the data controller or processor obtains a certificate from NCA.\(^{66}\) Some other limited grounds exist for cross-border transfer of personal data, including upon explicit consent of the data subject, where the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data controller and third party, on the grounds of public interest or for legal proceedings, or pursuant to Rwanda’s international legal obligations.\(^{67}\)

Rwanda has implemented various other data restrictions, including explicit localization requirements across other laws and regulations. For instance, all government IT systems and applications processing, storing, and providing critical government data and information must be stored in the National Data Center.\(^{68}\) Notably, this data center was hacked in 2020.\(^{69}\) All information regarding the internet and telecommunications service subscribers can only be

\(^{63}\) Id. art. 29.  
\(^{64}\) Id. art. 39.  
\(^{65}\) Id. art. 50.  
\(^{66}\) Id.  
\(^{67}\) Id. art. 48.  
stored and processed within the country.\textsuperscript{70} In 2017, MTN Rwanda (a mobile telecommunications company) was fined by the local authorities for hosting some data in Uganda.\textsuperscript{71} However, credit information of Rwandans may be transferred abroad with the express approval of the National Bank of Rwanda.\textsuperscript{72} Similar restrictions exist for operations of licensed telecommunication service providers, who need explicit authorization from the Rwanda Utilities Regulatory Authority (“RURA”) to manage, host, remotely access, or locate networks, systems, and applications outside Rwanda.\textsuperscript{73}

Rwanda has developed an extensive enabling framework for digital and data regulation to boost the domestic data-driven economy,\textsuperscript{74} including detailed cybersecurity regulations to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of networks and systems,\textsuperscript{75} as well as e-commerce enabling frameworks.\textsuperscript{76} At the


\textsuperscript{74} \textit{For instance, under one law, the ICT regulator is tasked with two key objectives: (1) “adoption of the principle that regulation should be technology-neutral, and therefore a prohibition against granting unjustified advantage to any particular technology;” and (2) “creation of an open and competitive market.” Governing Information and Communication Technologies, Law No. 24/2016 of 18/06/2016, art. 10 (2016) (Rwanda), https://www.minict.gov.rw/fileadmin/user_upload/minict_user_upload/Documents/Laws/ICT_LAW.pdf [https://perma.cc/Q4A3-4P67].

\textsuperscript{75} Cybersecurity, supra note 73, art. 1.

domestic level, the National Data Revolution Policy (“NDRP”) sets out an ambitious framework to develop an innovative domestic data sector, including establishing standards and principles for data management; developing human capital in data science; addressing data privacy, security and sovereignty-related concerns; and building a domestic framework on data governance.77

The NDRP emphasizes the need to develop domestic data capabilities, including hosting services and maximizing the economic benefits of domestically generated data.78 It also distinguishes sensitive and non-sensitive data and requires all non-sensitive data to be open by default.79 Further, the policy acknowledges the need for regional and global collaboration in the data industry through a Global Open Data Charter.80 In a similar fashion, the Rwanda Open Data Portal encourages open and freely accessible data portals for both public and private sector data.81 The need for data interoperability and sharing is also recognized in other policy frameworks, such as theDraft Rwanda Fintech Strategy.82

Rwanda is also a party to the African Continental Free Trade Agreement or “AfCFTA” (where an e-commerce protocol is being developed) and the Malabo Convention (setting out high-level principles on data and privacy protection).83 The Malabo Convention

77 Ministry of Youth & ICT, National Data Revolution Policy, iii (Apr. 2017) (Rwanda).
78 Id. at 3.
79 Id. at 7. “Open by default” in the context of Rwanda’s National Data Revolution Policy (NDRP) refers to the principle that all non-sensitive data should be readily accessible and available to the public. See id.
80 Id. at 11.
provides for the development of a framework in the African Union, which would allow data transfers within the Union and prohibits data transfers outside of the Union to countries that do not provide an adequate level of protection to personal data.84

C. Pakistan

Pakistan is currently in the process of updating various domestic data-related laws, including the development of a domestic data protection law, Personal Data Protection Bill 2023.85 This bill identifies three categories of data: personal, sensitive, and critical.86 It sets out extensive obligations for data controllers, including maintaining detailed records of processing.87 It also requires data controllers to obtain consent for each data processing operation that has a different purpose.88 Data subjects are bestowed with several rights, including data access and data portability rights.89 Limited exceptions exist for processing without a data subject’s consent, including when the processing is necessary for the performance of a contract or legal obligation to which the data controller is subject, to protect the interests of the data subject or legitimate interests of the data controller, or when the processing is necessary for judicial proceedings.90

Data localization requirements are contained in Section 31(2) of the bill, which requires that all “Critical Personal Data shall only be processed in a server(s) or digital infrastructure located within the

---

84 See Malabo Convention, supra note 83, art. 14(6).
86 Id.
88 Id. § 5(1).
89 Draft of the Personal Data Protection Bill, 2023, supra note 85, at 20, 28.
90 Id. at 13.
territory of Pakistan.”

Critical personal data has been defined as “such personal data retained by the public service provider – excluding data open to the public – as well as data identified by sector regulators and classified by the Commission as critical or any data related to international obligations.”

Section 32.2 of the bill further states that the data protection authority shall devise a mechanism for sensitive personal data (in consultation with the government) if it relates to public order or security. All other personal data can be transferred outside Pakistan provided one of the following conditions are met: equivalent protection; binding agreement; explicit consent of the data subject; and under any other conditions specified by the Commission.

Data localization measures are also contained in other laws. For example, any company that falls within the scope of “significant social media companies” (which either has more than half a million users in Pakistan or have been notified by the authority) must comply with data localization laws set out in all domestic laws.

Pakistan has implemented an extensive framework for the regulation of all forms of media, including digital media. It has also adopted a detailed regulatory framework for cybercrimes, including fraud, forgery, disruption of digital infrastructure, cyber-terrorism, hurt to national interests, identity theft, hacking, digital defamation,

---

91 Id. at 29.
92 Id. at 7.
93 Id. at 29.
94 Id.
etc. In addition, Pakistan has developed a National e-Commerce Policy to enable the growth of the domestic e-commerce sector; this policy identifies the importance of data sovereignty and data localization to be strategic for the growth of the domestic digital economy. Further, the National Cybersecurity Policy of 2021 sets out “data colonization” as a cybersecurity threat. The Digital Pakistan Policy 2018 proposed various initiatives to build an ecosystem for e-commerce in Pakistan and integrate government databases to enable Big Data analytics. The Pakistan Cloud First Policy sets out a clear schematic for data classification: open data, public data, restricted data, sensitive data, and secret data, with each data category subject to different security standards.

D. Oman

Like several other members of the DCO, Oman is also in the process of revising its domestic laws and policies to make them

---


99 Pakistan – National Cyber Security Policy 2021, supra note 97, § 1.3.3(ii). Data colonization, in the context of Pakistan’s National Cyber Security Policy 2021, refers to the phenomenon where large, often foreign, corporations collect and control extensive amounts of data from a country. The concern is that this control can lead to dependencies and may influence or limit the sovereign decision-making capabilities of the nation. The policy aims to address and counteract such scenarios, ensuring that Pakistan maintains control over its data and cyberinfrastructure, thereby protecting its national interests and sovereignty in the digital realm. See generally e-Commerce Policy of Pakistan, supra note 98.

100 See also Ministry of Info. Tech. & Telecomm., Pakistan Cloud First Policy, 5 (Feb. 2022) (Pak.) (describing the country’s aims to digitize public bodies and create cloud platforms to host government data).

101 Id. at 19.
better suited to the digital economy. Certain domestic laws and regulations contain clear data restrictions. For instance, companies offering Voice Over Internet Protocol Services such as Zoom, Teams, etc. must obtain a license and comply with the requirement to maintain and store users’ personal data within the borders. Some of these restrictions were relaxed during the pandemic to accommodate the need for digital communications. Similarly, the Website and Data Hosting Policy states that all government data must be hosted, transacted, and processed within the country as a default. Few exceptions may apply for transferring government data outside of the borders, such as with the approval of the Cabinet of Ministers or regulatory approval (when a private entity is involved).

The data protection law in Oman went into force on February 13, 2023. While the law broadly applies to the processing of personal data, there are certain exclusions for national security and public interest, which include execution of a State’s administrative functions, protecting financial and/or economic interests of the country, investigation of criminal offences, and so on. This law provides several rights to data subjects and imposes various obligations on

---


105 Id.

106 Id. art. 11.


108 Id. art. 11.
data collectors and processors.\textsuperscript{109} This is comparable to various international frameworks discussed in this Article, including requiring the express consent of data subjects to process personal data (subject to limited exceptions).\textsuperscript{110} To process genetic data, vital data, health data, ethnic origins, sexual life, political and religious opinions, criminal convictions, and related security measures, companies are required to obtain permission from the ICT Ministry.\textsuperscript{111} This Ministry also exercises broad powers under the law to determine controls and safeguards for cross-border data transfer and may stop transfers abroad from harming public interests.\textsuperscript{112} Under the data protection law, any transfer of personal data outside the borders of Oman must be consistent with the controls and procedures set out under regulations under the PDPL (although these are yet to be issued).\textsuperscript{113} All cross-border data flows are also subject to the orders of the Cyber Defence Centre (as applicable to national security exceptions).\textsuperscript{114}

Oman has also developed various laws and regulations relevant to the digital economy, including enabling electronic transactions,\textsuperscript{115} prosecuting cybercrimes (to align domestic laws with the Budapest Convention on Cybercrimes),\textsuperscript{116} and facilitating national e-payments systems (including setting out procedures for licensing of e-payment companies).\textsuperscript{117} The government set up a Cyber Defense

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{109} See \textit{id.}, supra notes 38–41 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{110} See e.g., \textit{id.; supra notes} 38–41 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{111} Oman – Personal Data Protection Law, supra note 107, art. 5.
\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} arts. 6, 8.
\textsuperscript{113} Id. art. 23.
\textsuperscript{114} Id.
\end{footnotesize}
Center to protect national interests in cyberspace and supervise capacity development in cybersecurity.\textsuperscript{118}

The government has initiated various policy initiatives to enable widespread digitalization and data-driven development, including the eGovernment Transformation Policy (2012),\textsuperscript{119} ICT Policy Review and E-Commerce Strategy for Development of Oman (2019),\textsuperscript{120} Artificial Intelligence Policy (2021),\textsuperscript{121} Digital Oman (2030),\textsuperscript{122} National Program for AI & Advanced Technologies (2020),\textsuperscript{123} National Digital Economy Program (2021),\textsuperscript{124} and Data and Information Security Classification Guidelines (2020).\textsuperscript{125} In particular, the adoption of the Open Government Data Policy (2020) and National Open Data Initiative (2014) aimed to create a flourishing data-driven economy by encouraging the release of high-value

\textsuperscript{118} See Establishing the Cyber Defence Centre and Promulgating Its System, Royal Decree 64/2020, arts. 1, 5 (June 10, 2020) (Oman).
public datasets to the masses126 based on the principles of openness (including a free worldwide license) and non-discrimination.127

Finally, Oman has committed to various initiatives at the regional level affecting the framework for the data-driven economy. For example, Oman has ratified the Arab Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences, which requires criminalization of various cybercrimes and provides legal procedures for enforcement of cybercrime laws, including cross-border access to data and tracking information.128 It has also signed some Free Trade Agreements (“FTAs”) with international partners (such as with Singapore and the United States);129 however, these treaties do not contain specific provisions for cross-border data flows and data localization. As a member of the fifteen-country Arab Digital Economy Vision (2020), Oman has also committed to various objectives to actively digitize both the public and private sector and set up relevant regulatory frameworks for the digital economy.130


127 Some categories of government data cannot be treated as open data, such as personal data. See Oman – Open Government Data Policy, supra note 126, at § 3.2.


E. Nigeria

Nigeria is one of the fastest-growing digital economies in Africa. It has adopted a suite of laws and policies to enable the growth of the domestic digital and data economy, including adopting a Data Protection Regulation in 2019 and a new domestic data protection law called the Data Protection Act in 2023. The Data Protection Regulation sets out the core objectives of safeguarding privacy, fostering safe conduct of transactions, preventing data manipulation, and ensuring the competitiveness of Nigerian businesses in international trade.

Consistent with the majority of data protection laws across the world, the regulation sets out an extensive basis for protecting data subject rights. It contains various requirements such as the right to data portability, the right to access and deletion of data, and the right to be forgotten. It also includes distinct requirements for obtaining specific, legitimate, and lawful consent for processing personal data (subject to limited exceptions). Data controllers and processors are also subject to several obligations such as a duty of care to data subjects and developing data security measures including a broadly worded obligation for all data processors/controllers to secure personal data “against all foreseeable hazards and breaches such as theft, cyberattack, viral attack, dissemination, manipulations of any kind, damage by rain, fire, or exposure to other natural elements.”

134 Id. Data Protection Regulation 2019, supra note 133, § 1.1.
135 Id. § 2.1.
136 Id.
137 Id. § 2.1(2).
138 Id. § 2.6.
139 Id. § 2.1(1)(d).
The requirement for cross-border transfers of personal data is subject to an adequacy framework, with permission to be provided by the Attorney General. In deciding whether a country can be included in the whitelist, the Attorney General will consider the following factors: legal system of the foreign country, including respect for human rights, rule of law, public security rules, and data protection laws. If transfers are to be made outside the countries included on the whitelist, one of the following exceptions must apply: explicit consent of the data subject, when it is necessary for the performance of a contract, for reasons of public interest or legal claims, or to protect the vital interests of the data subject. The law further provides other reporting obligations for countries transferring data abroad, including how the personal data will be protected in the foreign country. Annex C of the Implementing Guidelines for the regulation sets out a list of all whitelisted countries, including all countries of the African Union, EU and EEA areas, and China. Interestingly, the law provides that where the rules are insufficient, the judicial bodies can consider rules in the Malabo Convention (to which Nigeria is a party) and the EU GDPR.

The data protection framework has been updated by the Nigeria Data Protection Act 2023. The law applies to private and public entities collecting personal data as well as any data subjects connected to Nigeria. It also establishes an independent Data Protection Commission. While the Act confirms the adequacy

---

140 Id. § 2.11.
141 Id. § 2.11(b).
142 Id. § 2.12.
143 Id. pt. 2.12(f).
145 Id. at 29–30.
147 Id. A723 § 2(2)(a)–(b).
framework as a basis for the cross-border transfer of personal data, it also provides alternative safeguard mechanisms such as binding model contracts (similar to the Standard Contractual Clauses and Binding Corporate Rules of the GDPR). Limited derogations are available from the adequacy or safeguard mechanism. For instance, derogation is possible if the data controller has explicit consent of the data subject or where other legitimate interests are involved, such as public interests or where certain vital interests of the data subject might be at stake.

The Nigerian government has also developed various other regulations relevant to the digital and data-driven sectors, including data restrictions. For instance, all telecommunications companies are required to host all subscriber and consumer data within Nigeria. Further, these companies must only peer their internet traffic at an Internet Exchange Point in Nigeria. All government data must also be hosted locally; to host government or sovereign data outside Nigeria, the companies must have the express approval of the National Information Technology Development Agency. The government can also specify the foreign jurisdiction in which such data may be stored.

149 Id. A743 § 41(1) (a).
150 See id. A744 § 43(1) (c).
152 Internet peering is a process where two or more networks connect and exchange traffic directly, rather than through a third party. See Explainer: What is Internet Peering, Int’l Soc’y (June 19, 2020), https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/doc/2020/explainer-what-is-interet-peering. Peering internet traffic in Nigeria means that telecommunications companies in Nigeria are required to exchange their internet traffic locally within the country.
153 Guidelines for Nigerian Content Development, supra note 151, § 11.1(5).
154 Id. § 12.2(1).
155 Id. § 13.1(2).
156 Id. § 13.1(2)(I).
Nigeria be switched using the services of a local switch\(^\text{157}\) and shall not under any circumstances be routed outside Nigeria for switching between Nigerian issuers and acquirers.\(^\text{158}\)

The Nigerian government has enacted several laws and policies in recent years to provide an enabling regulatory infrastructure because of the importance of developing a domestic data-driven digital economy. For instance, in 2015, Nigeria adopted a law to address cybercrimes and ensure the security of critical national information infrastructure.\(^\text{159}\) It also proposed a framework to enable standards for data interoperability.\(^\text{160}\) It also discussed a bill on electronic transactions and consumer rights.\(^\text{161}\) These initiatives are aligned with the broader goals set out in various policy frameworks related to the data and digital economy, including the National Digital Economy Policy and Strategy 2020–2030 (which was aimed at

---

\(^{157}\) This refers to the processing of electronic payment transactions within the country. In the context of Point of Sale (“POS”) and other electronic payment systems, “switching” is the process of transferring transaction information from the merchant’s terminal (where the transaction is initiated) to the relevant financial institutions (like banks or card companies) for authorization and processing. See What Is Payment Switch—Working, Architecture, Features, and Benefits, LYRA BLOG (July 1, 2020), https://lyra.com/in/what-is-payment-switch [https://perma.cc/K4KD-U97T]. A “local switch” in this context would be a payment processing system that is located within Nigeria. This system would facilitate the electronic transfer of financial information and funds between the buyer and seller’s banks.

\(^{158}\) Cent. Bank of Nigeria, Guidelines on Point of Sale (POS) Card Acceptance Services, § 4.4.8 (2011) (Nigeria), https://www.cbn.gov.ng/cashless/POS_GUIDELINES_August2011_FINAL_FINAL%20(2).pdf [https://perma.cc/WTH5-KNAP]. This means that for all domestic transactions in Nigeria—those where both the issuing and acquiring banks (i.e., the customer’s bank and the merchant’s bank) are Nigerian—the electronic data related to the transaction must be processed by a switch located within Nigeria rather than be routed through a switch or processing center located outside the country. Id.


boosting the growth domestic digital sector and content)\textsuperscript{162} and the Nigeria Cloud Computing Policy 2019 (aimed at increasing cloud services adoption by the public sector and SMEs).\textsuperscript{163} The Cloud Computing Policy 2019 also sets out a data classification framework classifying data as having limited sensitivity/non-confidential data (available as Open Government Data), moderate sensitivity (routine government data), sensitive data (secret government data), and classified data (related to national security).\textsuperscript{164} The National Cybersecurity Policy and Strategy 2021 also provides a foundation for linking cybersecurity to broader ideas of sovereignty, human security, and economic prosperity.\textsuperscript{165}

Like Rwanda, Nigeria is also a member of the AfCFTA.\textsuperscript{166} It is also a member of the Economic Community of West African States (“ECOWAS”),\textsuperscript{167} which has adopted a supplementary act on data protection.\textsuperscript{168} Under this treaty, personal data should only be transferred to states that have an adequate level of data protection.\textsuperscript{169} Nigeria is also actively participating in the ongoing negotiations at the


\textsuperscript{164} Nigeria Cloud Computing Policy 2019, supra note 163, § 9.


\textsuperscript{169} Id. art. 36.
World Trade Organization ("WTO") on e-commerce under the joint initiative.\textsuperscript{170}

\textbf{F. Bahrain}

Bahrain has a comprehensive and progressive regulatory framework on cross-border data aimed at maximizing data flows to enable the digital economy while also developing data safeguards and data enabling mechanisms across various domestic laws and policies. Shortly after the enactment of the GDPR in the EU, Bahrain issued its data protection law which came into force on August 1, 2019.\textsuperscript{171} The law created a category of sensitive personal data which includes "any personal information revealing—directly or indirectly—. . . an individual’s race, ethncal origin, political or philosophical opinions, religious beliefs, affiliation to union, personal criminal record, or any information in relation to his health or sexual status."\textsuperscript{172} Like most advanced data protection laws, this law provides a framework for fair and lawful data processing and protecting various interests of data subjects, including a clear framework for obtaining consent for the processing of personal data\textsuperscript{173} and granting several rights (but excluding the right to data portability).\textsuperscript{174} Processing sensitive data is subject to certain additional requirements, especially when it entails automated data processing.\textsuperscript{175}


\textsuperscript{172} Id. art. 1.

\textsuperscript{173} Id. arts. 4, 5.

\textsuperscript{174} Id. arts. 17–26 (enumerating the rights of the data subject, but not enumerating the right to data portability).

\textsuperscript{175} Id. art. 15; see also Resolution No. (45) of 2022 (Bahr.), https://www.bahrain.bh/wps/portal/en/ut/p/z1/3ZLNoiwFVfwr1Y1Lm6WLSLe2TovtjFotItk4AYKmShJsT9PX3DXhWIXzSp35pxJzvkuMFGBU_wkN9xKrfi-mVMWrr1xgNHgHgEYYTqMBjFTOn858SH4LvNcY8WU5Hs6nDyMP-x6wW_x44QzxNy9FAenyL4EBM7sklPU/lUpQJS6hNHT7W7Z-6WVksL_OQC-oFNCiwVeIKGruFNFnNmL_VQpeafriW03wltJhSlo1cOMh2sulXT2YjO-3Obxx7WormKwrHayl-yZjaiPbc1OwS13TK2tyFipVyr_nOpKaUn7zytcnFD0ILreoRd7 SZAqSgFwUBgeQkxQfEStDvz2uLP6KIEJ668Db7K980BzZsGllGxeF1T9yWwgfporj
Regarding cross-border transfer of personal data, such data can be transferred to any country outside Bahrain that the government has whitelisted in the Official Gazette as having an adequate level of data protection. Where a country is not included on this list, a data transfer can be authorized on a case-by-case basis with the regulator taking into account:

(i) the nature of the data to be transferred, purpose and duration of processing; (ii) the country or territory of origin of the data, its final destination, and available measures, in such countries and territories, to protect personal data; and (iii) relevant international agreements and legislations that are in force in the country or territory, which the data shall be transferred to.

The authorization “may be conditional or for a certain timeframe.” All notifications and any authorizations granted by the regulator are maintained in a register.

Bahrain has also adopted various laws and regulations entailing data safeguards for the data-driven economy, including a law on cybercrimes, as well as electronic transactions and electronic transferable records. Notably, Bahrain has adopted a unique enabling

---

177 Id.
178 Id.
179 Id. art. 16; see also Transfer of Personal Data Outside the Kingdom of Bahrain, Resolution No. (42) of 2022 (Bahr.), http://www.pdp.gov.bh/en/assets/pdf/executive-decisions/eng/trans-order-countries-and-territories-with-adequate-protection-en.pdf [https://perma.cc/G4DP-HRZW] (regarding the transfer of personal data outside the Kingdom of Bahrain).
180 See generally Information Technology Crimes, Law No. (60) of 2014 (Bahr.), https://www.asianlaws.org/gcld/cyberlawdb/GCC/Law%20on%20Combating%20Cybercrime%20in%20the%20Kingdom%20of%20Bahrain.pdf [https://perma.cc/4MV4-ETK2].
framework for the cloud computing industry.\textsuperscript{182} This law provides that customer content in cloud computing services located in Bahrain is exclusively governed by the laws of the customer’s domicile, thus bypassing several of the difficulties associated with data access for regulatory supervision and law enforcement.\textsuperscript{183} If a foreign court issues an order to a service provider based in Bahrain to access customer data, the Attorney General can act upon it as long as the foreign order is legally valid.\textsuperscript{184} The Bahraini government has also focused on an integrated policy for opening up government data, including providing detailed mechanisms for releasing such data in an interoperable, machine-readable format.\textsuperscript{185} Similarly, the national cybersecurity strategy addresses various aspects of enabling cyber defenses and protecting critical national infrastructure.\textsuperscript{186} Bahrain has also promoted the use of the cloud by all government entities through the Cloud First Policy 2017 and Digital Government Strategy 2022, and the country has set out the objective of developing a successful digital economy through the e-Commerce National Strategy (2019–2022).\textsuperscript{187}

Bahrain has been active in various multiple international fora, including signing FTAs with the United States, Singapore, and


\textsuperscript{183} Id. § 3(1).

\textsuperscript{184} Id. § 3(4).


EFTA states. It is also a participant in the joint initiative on e-commerce at the WTO.

G. Morocco

Morocco was one of the early starters in implementing a data protection law; however, the government is now working towards modernizing the law to make it consistent with the GDPR. The primary law on data protection is set out in Law No. 09-08 of 2009. The law applies to any processing of personal data when it is carried out by entities in Moroccan territory or where the controller (if located outside Morocco) uses personal data of Moroccan residents (except for operations that only require transit). The following kind of data processing falls outside the scope of the law: processing for domestic activities; processing for public security, defense and national security; processing authorized by law; and collection and processing to prevent crime (but subject to certain notification requirements to the privacy regulator).

The law sets out various high-level applicable obligations for processing personal data, such as lawful and fair processing,
purpose specification and limitation, data minimization, and data accuracy. Further, unqualified consent of data subjects is necessary for processing personal data with limited exceptions, such as: where data processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the data subject or controller is subject, performance of a contract to which the data subject is a party, safeguarding vital interests of a data subject, public interest, or fulfilment of the legitimate interest pursued by data controller or recipient (subject to the fundamental rights of the data subject).

The law also provides data subjects various rights: the right of access, right to rectification, right to object to the processing of personal data, and right to be protected against automated decision-making that has legal effects on the data subject or in the context of a court decision. Processing sensitive data is subject to the prior authorization of the regulator or the express consent of the data subject, subject to certain limited exceptions. The law also sets out specific requirements for processing personal health data.

Regarding cross-border transfers of personal data, a controller may transfer personal data to outside of Morocco if the receiving state has an adequate level of data protection. The regulator will consider the following factors in making an adequacy finding: the legal framework on data protection in the foreign country, public security measures in that country, specific characteristics of data processing and its duration, and the nature and origin of data and destination of data. For certain limited circumstances, the law allows for derogation from the adequacy requirement where the data subject has provided express consent or if the transfer is necessary for specific reasons: (i) safety of data subject; (ii) public interest; (iii) compliance with legal obligations; (iv) performance of a contract between data controller and subject or pre-contractual measures taken at data subject’s interest; (v) conclusion and

194 *Id.* art. 3(1).
195 *Id.* art. 4.
196 *Id.* arts. 7–9, 11.
197 *Id.* arts. 12, 21.
198 *Id.* arts. 22, 24.
199 *Id.* art. 43.
200 *Id.*
performance of a contract in the interest of the data subject between the controller and third party; (vi) in international mutual legal assistance; or (vii) for medical reasons.\textsuperscript{201} Personal data can also be transferred outside Morocco if there is a bilateral or multilateral agreement to which the Kingdom is a party.\textsuperscript{202}

Additionally, Morocco has recently implemented other data regulatory frameworks, including some related to electronic transactions and electronic signatures\textsuperscript{203} and cybersecurity, which contain various data safeguards but also come with certain restrictions.\textsuperscript{204} Under the cybersecurity law, all sensitive data must be stored in Moroccan territory.\textsuperscript{205} Sensitive data is not defined specifically in this law but defined in Law No. 9-08 as data which “reveals the racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs or trade union membership of the person concerned or which relates to their health including their genetic data. . . .”\textsuperscript{206} Further, any outsourcing of sensitive information must be the subject of a contract under Moroccan law, which must include commitments to information protection, auditability, and reversibility, as well as security requirements and service levels.\textsuperscript{207} A law on critical infrastructure

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{201} Id. art. 44.
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\bibitem{206} Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data, Law No. 09-08, art. 1(3) (2009) (Morocco).
\bibitem{207} Cybersecurity, Law No. 05-20 art. 12 (2020) (Morocco).
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also specifies that all sensitive data related to vital infrastructure must be stored on Moroccan territory. \(^{208}\)

Morocco is a signatory to the Convention for the Protection of Individuals concerning Automatic Processing of Personal Data\(^ {209}\) and Additional Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Individuals concerning Automatic Processing of Personal Data with Regard to Supervisory Authorities and Transborder Data Flows,\(^ {210}\) as well as the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime.\(^ {211}\) In a side agreement accompanying its FTA with the United States, Morocco also signed ICT Principles that provide for open cross-border data

---


flows and prevent data localisation.\textsuperscript{212} It is also a party to the Malabo Convention and the Arab States—Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences.\textsuperscript{213}

\textbf{H. Kuwait}

In the last few years, Kuwait has extensively legislated in various areas affecting the digital and data economy, although several aspects of the regulatory framework are still evolving or remain unclear. In February 2024, the Communication and Information Technology Regulatory Authority in Kuwait published a new law on data protection applicable to telecommunications and information technology service providers.\textsuperscript{214} However, the official English translation of this Regulation is not yet available as of the time of this writing. This new law on data protection repeals the older regulation of 2021.\textsuperscript{215} The scope of application of Kuwaiti data protection law is much narrower than most data protection laws worldwide, which apply to private and public sector entities at large, with some exceptions for public entities.\textsuperscript{216}

The Cloud Computing Regulatory Framework of Kuwait sets out the details of data classification, categorizing data into Tier 1 (public data), Tier 2 (private insensitive data), Tier 3 (private

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\item \textsuperscript{216} See, e.g., Council Regulation (EU) 2016/679, General Data Protection Regulation, arts. 2, 3, 2016 O.J. (L 119) 32–33.
\end{thebibliography}
sensitive data), Tier 4 (highly sensitive data). This framework contains a data localization requirement, whereby private and business sectors are prevented from hosting Tier 3 and 4 data outside Kuwait. Further, subscribers of cloud computing services must not transfer, store, or process shared content to any public, hybrid, or community cloud, unless the cloud computing service provider is properly registered and licensed by the government. All licensed cloud service providers must disclose to the government their data centers inside and outside of Kuwait. Additionally, Kuwait has several other supporting regulatory frameworks, including electronic transactions, cybercrimes, and electronic payment of funds. Kuwait has also adopted a cloud-first policy to encourage government use of the cloud. The National Cyber Security Strategy provides a roadmap towards strengthening cybersecurity information and taking all the necessary precautions.


219 Cloud Computing Regulatory Framework, supra note 218, ch. 4.2.1.2.

220 Id. ch. 4.2.1.3.

221 See generally Electronic Transactions, Law No. 20 of 2014 (Kuwait).


I. Jordan

Jordan also has an emerging framework for cross-border data flows, although several of the laws and regulations were not accessible to us in English. Jordan’s Personal Data Protection Law has been recently ratified and strengthens the privacy rights of Jordanian people in the digital context. The law aims to find the right balance between protecting privacy and encouraging the growth of data-driven innovations.

Article 15 of a draft Jordanian law deals with cross-border transfer of personal data. In summary, the law allows for transfer of personal data in the following circumstances: (i) if the data storage is compliant with relevant cybersecurity measures; (ii) if the data transfer in pursuance of a judicial cooperation treaty that Jordan has signed; (iii) if the data transfer is to cooperate with processing and exchange of data related to public health; (iv) if the data transfer fulfils a national interest approved by the Council of Ministers, and (v) if the data subject consents to the data transfer. However, without access to further translations, we are unable to confirm the scope and applicability of the data protection law to cross-border transfer of data.

Jordan has also adopted other regulatory frameworks in the past several years to provide a basic regulatory foundation for the development of the digital and data economy. For instance, it has


229 Id.
implemented a law on cybercrimes, electronic transactions, cybersecurity, and electronic payments. None of these frameworks contain specific requirements or obligations for cross-border data flows, but they provide safeguards necessary to enable data flows.

The recently implemented Cloud (Services & Platforms) Policy 2020, applicable to all government entities benefitting from any kind of cloud services, sets out a data classification policy, where all data can be classified into: (i) Secret (such data has to be stored in the country in secure data centers); (ii) Sensitive (stored in Jordan, although different kinds of data centers can be used, including those of the private sector; these data centers are limited to SaaS providers); (iii) Private (such data can be stored inside or outside the Jordan with different cloud service providers, although data storage by private sector can be restricted inside or outside the country); and (iv) Ordinary (can be stored anywhere, different cloud services available, and no other limitations). Along similar lines, the Data Classification and Management Policy 2019 also clearly lays out that the storage, circulation, and release of government data must be undertaken in a manner that ensures national security and that individuals’ privacy is maintained.

---

235 Ministry of Digit. Econ. & Entrepreneurship, Data Classification & Management Policy, § 2 (2019) (Jordan),
The government has also expressed interest in encouraging the use of open government data to enable digital innovation in the country, highlighting principles of openness-by-default, non-discrimination, timeliness, and transparency. In a document accompanying its FTA with the United States, Jordan has committed to high-level principles of open networks and cross-border data flows (like Morocco). It is also party to the League of Arab States—Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences.

**J. Djibouti**

Our desktop research did not provide information regarding any specific regulatory frameworks on cross-border data flows. Several of the recommendations set out in our conclusion will be relevant for Djibouti in setting their regulatory framework on data governance.

Figure 2 below provides a summary of the cross-border data regulations for Saudi Arabia, Rwanda, Pakistan, Oman, Nigeria, Bahrain, Morocco, Kuwait, and Jordan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saudi Arabia</th>
<th>• Broad number of data localization requirements, including personal data.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sensitive personal data cannot be transferred abroad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strict localization requirements for government data and overriding national security considerations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong regulation of emerging technologies, IoT, cloud computing, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


238 League of Arab States, supra note 128, at 27 (listing the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan as a signatory).

239 See Djibouti: Data Protection Factsheet, supra note 6.

240 See supra notes 35–60 and accompanying text.
- Sector-specific data localization requirements in banking, IoT, tax law, etc.
- Encouraging a strong culture of cybersecurity and protecting critical infrastructure.
- Ambition to foster the benefits of open data and digital economy.
- Restricted engagement with international initiatives on cross-border data flows till date.

Rwanda

- Extensive requirements for data localization, often to satisfy digital industrialization-related objectives.
  - Data localization requirement of personal data.
  - Focus on data sovereignty as a policy objective.
  - Active participant in regional initiatives in Africa.
  - Focused on building and fostering domestic data economy including open government data initiatives.

Pakistan

- Emerging framework on data governance, e.g., developing data protection bill.
  - In the process of developing domestic data protection law; proposed localization of critical personal data.
  - Sustained focus on building domestic e-commerce sector and e-payments sector.
  - Migrating government bodies to the cloud and digitalizing government departments.

---

241 See supra notes 61–84 and accompanying text.
242 See supra notes 85–101 and accompanying text.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Key Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Oman    | • Limited international engagement to date.  
          • Focus on online content regulation, especially VoIP services.  
          • Development of domestic data centers and capabilities.  
          • Government data must enable open data initiatives.  
          • Important role of Cyber Defense Centre in data governance.  
          • Sustained engagement with trading partners in the Middle Eastern region on digitalization. |
| Nigeria | • Sustained focus on driving indigenous data-driven innovation, including through data localization measures.  
          • Adequacy-like framework for transfer of personal data, subject to the supervision of the Attorney General. Limited exceptions apply.  
          • Extensive development of a new data protection law, similar framework for cross-border data transfers as the GDPR.  
          • Interlinkage of national security, cybersecurity and sovereignty in various policy frameworks.  
          • Strong data localization requirements for government data, telecommunications-related data.  
          • Obligation to peer internet traffic using local ISPs.  
          • Active participation in regional initiatives and at the WTO. |

243 See supra notes 102–130 and accompanying text.  
244 See supra notes 131–170 and accompanying text.
| Bahrain²⁴⁵ |  
|---|---|
| • Focus on developing an open and secure framework for cross-border data flows that maximize opportunities for e-commerce.  
  • Whitelisting or adequacy-based approach for cross-border data transfer.  
  • Authorization route available for non-whitelisted countries.  
  • Extensive rights granted to data subjects, but no right to data portability.  
  • Comprehensive and updated framework on electronic transactions, electronically transferable records.  
  • Mechanism to enable customer data access based on domicile for locally hosted cloud data.  
  • Multi-pronged cybersecurity strategy focused on cyber defense and national critical infrastructure.  
  • Geared towards government digitalization and open data policies.  
  • Active participant in regional and international fora. |
| Morocco²⁴⁶ |  
|---|---|
| • Early starter on data protection law but need to upgrade to GDPR standards.  
  • Predominantly based on adequacy-based framework with some derogations.  
  • Data localization requirement for sensitive data in cybersecurity and critical infrastructure laws/decrees, no such requirement in data protection law. |

²⁴⁵ See supra notes 171–189 and accompanying text.
²⁴⁶ See supra notes 190–213 and accompanying text.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Key Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kuwait    | • Only DCO member to Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data and its updated version.  
             • Continued engagement with Arab regional groups and African Union.  
             • Narrow scope of application of data protection law to telecommunication services and related providers.  
             • Elaborate system of data classification; cloud computing guidelines developed around the data classification policy.  
             • Basic frameworks on electronic transactions, cybercrimes, etc. in place.  
             • Limited international engagement outside the Arab region. |
| Jordan    | • Still a nascent framework for cross-border data flows.  
             • Data protection law in the works; some references in other domestic laws and regulations.  
             • Data classification policy in place; localization requirement for secret and sensitive data.  
             • New initiatives on open government data.  
             • Limited international engagement on global or regional cross-border data flow initiatives to date. |

Figure 2: Cross-Border Data Flows Regulatory Framework Highlights

247 See supra notes 215–225 and accompanying text.
248 See supra notes 226–238 and accompanying text.
III. Policy Recommendations: How DCO Members Can Optimize Their Frameworks on Cross-Border Data Flows

This Part establishes our mapping exercise, focusing on the significant aspects of cross-border data flow regulation in the context of digital trade for DCO members. The mapping exercise indicates that while several DCO countries have adopted comprehensive domestic laws and policies (especially in the past few years), certain gaps remain. Further, while most DCO countries have focused on developing data enabling mechanisms and strengthening data safeguards, data restrictions are also common. As we proposed in Part I, an optimal regulatory design for cross-border data flows must incorporate three elements: facilitate data enablers, improve data safeguards, and minimize data restrictions. In the context of the regulatory experience of the DCO members, we set out some high-level recommendations below for DCO Members to consider based on this framework.

A. Facilitating Data Enablers

Data enabling mechanisms will play a critical role for DCO members to facilitate rapid digital transformation. These mechanisms can play a key role at the domestic and international/regional level.

At the international level, our key recommendations for DCO Members are:

a. DCO Members must actively engage in regional negotiations to create mechanisms for cross-border data flows for the purposes of digital trade. DCO Members are already part of common forum such as the AfCFTA and the Arab League, 249 which can act as important sites for developing best-in-class practices in digital trade, including data certification mechanisms and code of conduct for cross-border data flows. These practices and

---

mechanisms can be implemented at a regional level, with the DCO playing an important unifying role. For example, under the AfCFTA, DCO members could negotiate a protocol for enabling data flows within the African Union.

b. DCO Members can also update their regulatory frameworks (e.g., on data protection)\(^{250}\) to participate in existing mechanisms such as the CBPR mechanism, which could enable these countries to participate in digital trade activities in the highly dynamic Asia-Pacific region.

c. DCO Members should actively consider participating in digital trade negotiations, both at the WTO (under the Joint Initiative)\(^{251}\) as well as in e-commerce negotiations at a bilateral or regional level. For instance, Saudi Arabia and Nigeria are already participating in the Joint Initiative on E-commerce at the WTO.\(^{252}\) Nigeria and Pakistan can highlight important limitations faced by developing countries in developing regulatory frameworks for cross-border data flows for digital trade. Similarly, DCO members may consider negotiating electronic commerce chapters in their FTAs, which would set out broad obligations on enabling cross-border data flows and eliminating data localization measures, subject to reasonable public policy exceptions. So far, most DCO members are behind other countries in negotiating digital trade agreements.

d. DCO Members must actively participate in global and regional initiatives on developing regulatory frameworks, standards, and best practices for data governance. For instance, with most DCO members now implementing (or already having implemented) data protection laws, such members can plan to join the Global Privacy

\(^{250}\) See discussion infra Section III.B.

\(^{251}\) The Joint Initiative on E-commerce at the World Trade Organization is a collaborative effort among WTO members to create rules and regulations that facilitate electronic commerce (e-commerce), with its main focus directed at addressing issues related to digital trade. See Joint Initiative on E-Commerce, supra note 170.

\(^{252}\) Id.
Assembly (perhaps as observers in the first stage).253 This may also provide them with the relevant regulatory experience to build stronger domestic privacy and data protection regulatory bodies. DCO members can also update regional conventions on privacy and data convention (including Malabo Convention) to set up a robust regional mechanism to enable cross-border data flows on digital trade. Similarly, DCO members must consider developing cooperative mechanisms to play a more active role in global internet governance, especially by participating and contributing to the relevant technical and policy bodies. Our analysis indicates that there is room for improvement on this front.

At the domestic level, data enablers are critical in maximizing the benefits of cross-border data flows for digital trade. We recommend the following actions from DCO members:

a. Open government data initiatives will play a crucial role in the development of data economies for DCO members. We have already observed in Part II that several DCO members are actively promoting open data portals and adopting principles of openness, non-discrimination, and transparency to facilitate the development of big

---

253 See GLOB. PRIV. ASSEMBLY, https://globalprivacyassembly.org/ [https://perma.cc/K5LQ-LVU4] (last visited Mar. 30, 2024). The Global Privacy Assembly (“GPA”) is an international forum for data protection and privacy authorities. Id. It provides a platform for its members to collaborate, share information, and set standards for privacy and data protection issues globally. See Mission and Vision, GLOB. PRIV. ASSEMBLY, https://globalprivacyassembly.org/the-assembly-and-executive-committee/strategic-direction-mission-and-vision/ [https://perma.cc/QJ87-AVUX] (last visited Apr. 1, 2024). The GPA facilitates the exchange of best practices and discussions on emerging privacy challenges and solutions. Id. For DCO (Digital Cooperation Organization) members, initially participating as observers in the GPA could be an appropriate step. Being an observer would allow these countries to gain insights into global privacy trends, standards, and regulatory practices without the commitment required of full members. This role can be particularly beneficial for countries still developing or updating their data protection laws. By observing and learning from the experiences and practices shared at the GPA, DCO members can enhance their understanding and capacity to build more robust domestic privacy and data protection frameworks. It’s a strategic way to align with international standards while tailoring their approach to fit national needs and contexts.
public datasets. We consider this to be a step in the right direction. Knowledge sharing among DCO members on open data initiatives and implementation of these programs can play an important role in the future. It is also important to tie these open data initiatives with long-term programs on digital inclusion.  

b. An important complement to open data governance is clear and precise data classification policies. We observe in Part II that several DCO members have adopted data classification policies in recent years that clearly distinguish between secret and confidential data belonging to the government and other non-sensitive data that can be shared on a global, transparent basis. DCO members that do not currently have such policies must consider the same initiatives because data sharing by governments can be a major driver of data-driven growth for DCO members.

c. Provisions on data interoperability and portability will play a key role in fostering a dynamic environment for data-driven innovation. As we observe in Part II, certain DCO countries have started working on data interoperability standards (still at a nascent stage). Others are still far behind. Similarly, while some countries have included a right to data portability in their domestic data protection laws, others have not yet included this right for their data subjects. Both of these factors will play a

---

254 This refers to sustained and comprehensive strategies designed to ensure that all segments of the population have access to, and can effectively use, digital technologies and the internet. See, e.g., GLOBAL DIGITAL INCLUSION PARTNERSHIP, https://globaldigitalinclusion.org [https://perma.cc/Q8KN-FJCM]. These programs typically focus on addressing barriers such as lack of infrastructure, affordability, digital literacy, and accessibility, especially in underserved or marginalized communities. See, e.g., Policy and Regulatory Good Practices, GLOBAL DIGITAL INCLUSION PARTNERSHIP, https://globaldigitalinclusion.org/our-work/policy-and-regulatory-good-practices [https://perma.cc/G64S-TGSS] (last visited Apr. 1, 2024). The goal is to bridge the digital divide, allowing everyone to participate in the digital economy and benefit from digital advancements, including access to information, services, and opportunities for economic and social development. Integrating these programs with open data initiatives can enhance the impact and reach of digital inclusion efforts.
crucial role for more competition in the digital economy. Here, the DCO members must carefully observe the experience of the European Union in developing and implementing frameworks on data interoperability and portability. Co-regulatory initiatives with key private technology players operating in DCO countries could also play a key role.

d. One of our observations in Part II is that several of the regulators in the digital economy are often tied to a specific government Ministry. However, as per the best regulatory practices, independent supervisory authorities (implying both organizational and functional independence) can play a crucial role in fair and objective enforcement of domestic digital laws and regulations. To the extent permissible within their political and legal systems, DCO members must facilitate establishment of independent supervisory authorities, especially for privacy and cybersecurity.

B. Improving Data Safeguards

Data safeguards are fundamental in enabling cross-border data flows. As our examination in Part II indicates, DCO members are heavily engaged in developing appropriate regulatory frameworks related to data governance. It is important that such measures are balanced, proportionate, and implemented transparently and in good faith. Below we set out some key recommendations to improve data safeguards for DCO members:

a. Privacy trustmarks and data certification mechanisms can play a critical role in enabling digital trade and cross-border data flows. DCO members must develop data

---

255 A privacy trustmark is a type of certification or seal awarded to organizations, websites, or services that meet certain standards of privacy and data protection. See Margaret Rouse, *E-commerce Trustmark*, TECHOPEDIA, https://www.techopedia.com/definition/1491/e-commerce-trustmark (last visited Apr. 1, 2024) (Aug. 19, 2011). It is essentially a visual symbol or badge that indicates compliance with specific privacy practices, reassuring users, and customers that their personal data is being handled responsibly and securely. *Id.*
certification mechanisms (ideally at a regional level) to enable different frameworks for privacy and data protection to interoperate. In this regard, DCO members have an excellent opportunity to explore the development of mutual recognition mechanisms for data protection, given their closely aligned economic and political interests.

b. At the very core of digital regulation lies digital trust. Digital trust can be enabled in domestic laws and regulations by providing digital users with robust rights, protecting them from illegal surveillance and intrusion, and enabling them to participate freely in the digital economy. Therefore, it is important that DCO members adopt domestic laws for online consumer protection, electronic transactions, and cybercrimes consistent with international standards and best practices. For instance, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (“UNCITRAL”) has developed various frameworks on electronic commerce and electronic transactions, which inform the domestic laws of several countries across the world.²⁵⁶ Similarly, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) has developed best practices for online consumer protection.²⁵⁷ These best practices could be relevant benchmarks for DCO countries when they are updating or revising their domestic regulatory frameworks. Compliance measures must be reasonable, proportionate, and objective in these domestic digital laws and regulations. Some DCO members have also already signed the Budapest Convention

on Cybercrime and the League of Arab States – Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences.\textsuperscript{258}

c. In Part II, we have observed that several DCO members have developed cybersecurity frameworks and strategies for protecting the critical infrastructure within their country and strengthening domestic cyber defense capabilities. To boost the cybersecurity of domestic frameworks and protect the data from cyber intrusion, it remains important that governments work alongside the private sector, especially given their predominant role in devising and implementing cybersecurity standards and solutions.\textsuperscript{259} Further, domestic laws and regulations must incorporate relevant international standards (e.g., ISO standards) by reference instead of developing domestic standards, which may not be consistent with international standards. These standards must be implemented in a transparent and objective manner.

d. National security considerations play an important role in cyberspace. In our discussions in Part II, especially in relation to data protection laws, we find that several derogations are possible (for instance, compliance with data protection laws by public entities) for national security considerations. It is important that such derogations are balanced and implemented in a proportionate and reasoned manner to boost digital trust among digital users of the country. Similarly, data protection safeguards must adequately apply to public sector bodies, consistent with the domestic legal framework in each country.


e. Adequacy regimes are very common to most data protection laws across the world, including for DCO members.\textsuperscript{260} It is important, however, in implementing the adequacy or whitelisting approach for regulators to: (i) provide clear and transparent criteria for making an adequacy finding; (ii) ensure that the process of adequacy determination follows due process and representative in nature; and (iii) provide facilitative mechanisms to ensure that adequacy negotiations are conducted in an efficient manner. Using benchmarks and guidance notes developed by transnational bodies such as the Network of African Data Protection Authorities could be helpful in enabling faster negotiations.

C. Minimizing Data Restrictions

The examination of regulatory frameworks in Part II indicates that most countries adopt data localization as a common tool to protect privacy rights of individuals, to protect national security, and to achieve data sovereignty objectives. Further, some laws contain extensive licensing requirements for digital platforms and telecommunications services operators.\textsuperscript{261} We recommend the following measures for DCO members to consider in minimizing the use of data restrictions:

a. Data localization measures, where implemented, must be as narrow and specific as possible. Several studies have indicated that data localization measures create an economic burden for companies, as well as consumers, and do not generate proportional benefits for the domestic economy.\textsuperscript{262} Thus, data localization should be chosen as

\textsuperscript{260} See, e.g., discussion supra Sections II.E, II.G (discussing Nigeria and Morocco, respectively).

\textsuperscript{261} See discussion supra Sections II.A, II.B, II.H.

a policy tool only where it is absolutely necessary to achieve a policy objective. If other mechanisms are available to achieve the same policy objective and are less restrictive in nature, the alternatives must be considered. Certain DCO members have limited regulatory capacity to implement sophisticated regulatory measures on data flows and may thus prefer data localization instead. In the long run, it is important for the DCO membership to create more coordination and cooperation mechanisms to minimize the adoption of such data restrictive measures.

b. While the digital sector must increasingly be regulated for various reasons, including for cybersecurity-related reasons, it is important that governments consider a careful analysis of various compliance requirements such as licensing and technical standards. To the extent possible, these processes should be transparent, objective, and based on international standards and best practices.

CONCLUSION

The prospects of digital integration for organizations such as the DCO present a unique opportunity for its members to align and find common solutions to several cross-cutting problems on data governance. With specific reference to cross-border data flows, the DCO has immense, untapped opportunity to develop stronger consensus among its members to develop the appropriate cross-border framework on data flows for the purposes of enabling digital trade among members. Various proposals have been set in the previous sections to develop more alignment on boosting data safeguards and data


[https://perma.cc/ED9M-XQ34].

263 See discussion supra Part II.
enablers while minimizing digital and data restrictions. The DCO can be a harbinger of digital trust.

International cooperation must play a key role in the DCO to foster the benefits of data-driven technologies in an optimal and effective manner. In that regard, several prospects exist for regulatory coordination and developing various mechanisms for data and digital interoperability to enable digital trade opportunities. Further, the DCO can dedicate resources to finding commonalities in the region and facilitate knowledge sharing on several of the issues discussed in this Article, such as open data sharing projects, cross-border enforcement of data-related laws and regulations, implementing data classification mechanisms, and developing certification mechanisms for cross-border data transfers. The DCO can also play a positive role in creating consensus and integrate perspectives on cross-border data flows such that DCO members can take a consolidated position before relevant international bodies such as the WTO, regional trade bodies, and internet governance bodies.